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Abstract: This article establishes a circuit model with which to analyze the difficulty of auto-gain
control driving for low-Q micromechanical gyroscopes at room temperature and normal pressure.
It also proposes a driving circuit based on frequency modulation to eliminate the same-frequency
coupling between the drive signal and displacement signal using a second harmonic demodulation
circuit. The results of the simulation indicate that a closed-loop driving circuit system based on the
frequency modulation principle can be established within 200 ms with a stable average frequency of
4504 Hz and a frequency deviation of 1 Hz. After the system was stabilized, the root mean square of
the simulation data was taken, and the frequency jitter was 0.0221 Hz.

Keywords: MEMS; vibratory gyroscopes; self-oscillating driving circuit; automatic gain control;
frequency modulation drive circuit

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, micro-electromechanical system (MEMS)-based inertial sen-
sors have undergone widespread developments in both research efforts and commercial
products, offering advantages such as low cost, small size, low power consumption and
suitability for batch fabrication [1–4].

In general, the gyroscopes are driven by AC voltage. This approach often involves
utilizing an external oscillator to generate a driving signal that aligns with the resonant
frequency of the mechanical gyroscope driving direction. To achieve frequency matching,
the oscillator’s frequency is manually adjusted [5]. However, this method is often inaccu-
rate, particularly when the gyroscope’s parameters fluctuate due to changes in the external
environment. To tackle this issue, a closed-loop driving method has been introduced to
facilitate automatic frequency matching between the driving circuit and the mechanical
structure [6,7]. The benefit of this implementation method is that it averts frequency im-
balances caused by structural parameter shifts resulting from variations in the external
environment. As the quality factor of the micromechanical gyroscope structure is signifi-
cantly high, it operates akin to embedding a narrowband band-pass filter function in the
system [8]. The closed-loop drive system capitalizes on the frequency selection capability
of the structure to achieve automatic tracking and matching of frequencies [9]. This filter
significantly attenuates signals whose frequencies are dissimilar to the resonant frequencies
of the structure drivers while amplifying signals whose frequencies are equivalent to this
resonant frequency, culminating in the formation of a stable closed-loop driving signal [10].

In the gyroscope driving circuit, both the loop gain and the loop phase are related to
the quality factor Q [11]. The Q value of the micromechanical gyroscope in the atmospheric
environment is only a few hundred [12]. In this case, the loop gain of the circuit is large
and other frequency signals in the environmental noise are also amplified, resulting in
the frequency of the output signal of the gyroscope closed-loop drive circuit and the
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driving mode [13]. There is a deviation in the natural frequency of the state, and the
frequency jitter is also large [14]. To resolve this problem, the micromachined gyro sensor
structure is usually vacuum packaged to improve its Q value; however, this increases
the manufacturing costs [15]. The traditional gyro closed-loop drive circuit is generally
based on the principle of automatic gain control [16]. When driven by this principle, when
the micromechanical gyro is in the working state, its structure is in a resonant state, and
the driving voltage signal will be coupled with the driving direction detection terminal
via parasitic capacitance [17]. It causes the amplitude and phase of the driving direction
detection signal to change so that the self-excited driving conditions of the system cannot
be satisfied [18].

This article presents a driving circuit that utilizes the frequency modulation principle
to eradicate the identical frequency coupling from the driving signal to the displacement
signal. Moreover, this circuit is harmonious with low-Q-value gyroscope structures.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the MEMS gyroscope structure
and principle. Section 3 illustrates the automatic gain control circuit. Section 4 describes
the frequency modulation drive circuit and implementation details. The results of the
simulation are presented and discussed in Section 5, and the conclusions are listed in
Section 6.

2. MEMS Gyroscope Structure and Principle

MEMS vibratory gyroscopes are generally composed of a proof mass with elastic
beams and corresponding combs in both directions for capacitance detection. Figure 1
shows a standard model of the sensitive structure for MEMS gyroscopes with a single proof
mass driven in the x-direction [19].

Figure 1. MEMS vibratory gyroscope structure.

The gyroscope operates in two distinct modes: driving and detecting. In the driving
mode, a stable driving signal is added to the gyro structure, producing Coriolis force from
the angular velocity signal in the z-axis direction. This displacement generates changes in
the detection capacitance along the y-axis. In the detecting mode, the detected capacitance
displacement (or angular velocity signal) is converted into a voltage signal output via the
interface circuit [20].

2.1. Drive Mode

The closed-loop drive mode is commonly utilized in micromechanical gyroscopes.
After undergoing processes such as peak detection and variable gain, the driving electrode’s
vibration signal is fed back to the driving electrode to create a closed-loop drive signal [21].

Figure 2 depicts the sensitive combs’ driving schematic. As the proof mass moves,
the capacitance between the fixed combs and the proof mass changes accordingly. If a DC
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voltage is applied between the electrodes of the fixed combs and the proof mass, the current
can be calculated as

i =
dQ
dt

=
d(CV)

dt
= C

dV
dt

+ V
dC
dt

(1)

Figure 2. Structure of drive-sensing combs.

Figure 2 shows the DC voltage between the fixed comb teeth and the electrodes on
the mass block. If the first term to the right of Equation (1) is zero, the number of mass
blocks is

i = N2Vp
dC
dt

= N2Vp
dC
dx

dx
dt

= N2Vpε
z
y

dx
dt

(2)

Equation (2) demonstrates that the output current of the micromechanical gyroscope’s
driving sensitive comb tooth in the x-axis direction is directly proportionate to the speed.

2.2. Sense Mode

The vibration of the micromechanical gyroscope on the x-axis results in the generation
of Coriolis force acceleration on the y-axis via the angular velocity in the z-axis. When the
sense combs vibrate on the y-axis, the equivalent capacitance changes [21]. The principle
underlying the detection of angular velocity is based on the detection of alterations in the
equivalent capacitance on the y-axis. The amplitude of capacitance vibration is directly
proportional to the input angular velocity.

The proof mass experiences no Coriolis force and the sense comb remains central
when the external input angular velocity is zero. In addition, the distances between the
fixed combs on the upper and lower sides are equal, and thus the values of C1 and C2 are
also equal. At this point, the sensor is in the zero position, as depicted in the left portion of
Figure 3. However, when the external angular velocity signal is not zero, the proof mass
experiences Coriolis force, causing the mass block to shift along the detection axis. This
movement leads to variations in the capacitance values on both sides, as illustrated on the
right side of Figure 3.

Figure 3. Structure of sense combs.
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The dynamic equation of sense direction is

Ms
d2y
dt2 + λs

dy
dt

+ Ksy = 2Bd MsΩ0ω cos ωit cos(ωt + ϕd) (3)

where the proof mass is represented by Ms and λs is the damping force coefficient acting
in the detection axis direction. Ks is the elastic coefficient in the same direction; y is the
vibration displacement detected in the detection axis direction.

To obtain the angular velocity signal with the maximum amplitude, we selected
cos(ωt + ϕs1+ϕs2

2 + ϕd) as the reference signal for demodulation, and the output after
demodulation was

y1(t) = 1
2 (Bs1 + Bs2) cos(ωit +

ϕs2−ϕs1
2 ){1 + cos[2(ωt + ϕs1+ϕs2

2 + ϕd)]}
+ 1

2 (Bs1 − Bs2) sin(ωit +
ϕs2−ϕs1

2 ) sin[2(ωt + ϕs1+ϕs2
2 + ϕd)]

(4)

The frequency of the driving signal for the micromechanical gyroscope is typically
several hundred times greater than the input angular velocity frequency. This discrepancy
allows for the simplification of the signal, represented in Formula (4). A low-pass filter can
effectively remove the higher-frequency component present in the signal expression.

y2(t) =
1
2
(Bs1 + Bs2) cos(ωit +

ϕs2 − ϕs1

2
) (5)

The frequency of the output signal is equal to that of the angular velocity signal. Fur-
thermore, there is direct proportionality between the amplitude of the output signal and the
angular velocity signal. Such a correlation enables the measurement of the angular velocity
signal by detecting the corresponding amplitude and frequency of the output signal.

2.3. Closed-Loop Driving Stability Analysis

The block diagram of the closed-loop self-excited drive system is depicted in Figure 4.
A positive feedback loop is formed by the I/V converter, adder, F/V converter and gyro-
scope structure, resulting in the self-excited oscillation of the gyro. Meanwhile, a feedback
control loop is established by the peak detection circuit and the proportional integral (PI)
controller to ensure a stable driving amplitude. The PI controller regulates the amplitude
of vibration while the F/V converter stabilizes the amplitude of the Vac. The gyroscope in
the X-axis direction is

Md(
d2x
dt2 + 2ξdωd

dx
dt

+ ω2
dx) = KVdc

dx
dt

(6)

where Md is the equivalent mass in the drive axis, ωd is the natural frequency of the drive
mode, ξd is the damping ratio and K is the loop gain.

Figure 4. Closed-loop self-excited drive system.

The peak detection circuit comprises an amplitude detection circuit and a low-pass
filter. The electrical differential equation of the peak detection circuit is represented by
Equation (3), where K1 denotes the coefficient of the amplitude detection circuit, VA
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represents the output signal of the peak detection circuit and τ1 is the time constant of the
low-pass filter.

|K1Vac| = VA + τ1
dVA
dx

(7)

The PI controller is composed of a proportional amplification component and an
integral component. The electrical differential equation for the PI controller is represented
by Equation (8). Notably, K2 serves as both the coefficient for the proportional part and the
integral time constant.

−dVdc
dx

= K2
dVA
dx

+ τ2(VA −Vre f ) (8)

Equations (6)–(8) form a system of differential equations, which describes a nonlin-
ear system. Solving the differential equations allows for the determination of the initial
vibration condition of the system. The solution system’s characteristic root is

S = − 1
2τ1

(1±

√
1− 2τ1(

KVre f

Md
− ξdωd)) (9)

So, the initial vibration condition of the system is

KVre f

Md
− ξdωd > 0 (10)

τ1τ2 < K2 (11)

The driving force of the gyroscope, as defined by Formula (11), must exceed the
damping force. The stability of a nonlinear system can be determined by analyzing the
real part of its characteristic roots; a negative real part indicates stability with a consistent
post-vibration amplitude. When the conditions required to initiate vibration are met, a
stable vibration amplitude can be achieved.

When 2τ1(
KVre f

Md
− ξdωd) > 1, overshoot and oscillation will be generated, and in-

creasing τ1 will increase the duration of the overshoot and oscillation phenomenon. The
oscillation degree will be deepened, resulting in the instability of the system. When

2τ1(
KVre f

Md
− ξdωd) < 1, the amplitude of the gyro-driven signal will converge to the stable

value at the speed of 2τ1. Increasing KVref can shorten the starting time.

3. Analysis of Automatic Gain Control Circuit

The principle is shown in Figure 5. Capacitor C2 is the parasitic capacitance between
the driving end of the gyro structure and the driving detection end. The driving voltage
Vdrive is converted into current i2 through the capacitor C2. The frequency of this current is
the same as the frequency of the driving voltage. The phase difference in the current is 90◦,
and the expressions of i1 and i2 can be expressed as follows:

i1 = A sin ωt (12)

i2 = B cos ωt (13)

The feedback current i3 of the charge amplifier is as follows:

i3 = i1 + i2 = A sin ωt + B cos ωt =
1√

A2 + B2
sin(ωt + θ) (14)

θ = arctg
B
A

(15)
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of driving signal coupling.

The parasitic capacitance C2 causes the phase and amplitude of the feedback current
of the charge amplifier at the driving end to change. The phase difference between the
feedback current and i1 changes the angle, and the angle value is determined by the ratio of
the parasitic capacitance to the differential capacitance. According to the classic oscillation
principle, the closed-loop self-excited drive requires that the phase difference between
the drive signal and the charge amplifier meet certain conditions and must be smaller
than a predetermined low value [22,23]. Exceeding this value will cause the oscillation
phase condition to be inconsistent and the circuit will not oscillate. Therefore, to reduce the
impact of parasitic capacitance C2, the automatic gain control circuit needs to decrease the
loop gain or choose a high Q value gyroscope structure [24,25].

From the perspective of sensor head design, good packaging, preferably vacuum pack-
aging, is required. Therefore, the head of the normal temperature and pressure package
should be designed using a frequency modulation scheme. After adopting this driving
scheme, the frequency of the driving voltage changes, differing from the frequency of the
sensitive current after square wave modulation. In this way, the frequency separation
between the AC driving voltage signal and the sensitive current signal can be realized, the
problem that the closed-loop system cannot self-oscillate can be solved and the environ-
mental interference caused by the large loop gain can also be reduced.

4. Frequency Modulation Drive Circuit

The principle of the frequency modulation drive circuit is shown in Figure 6. The
sensitive current is converted into a voltage signal through the charge amplifier. The phase
difference between the voltage signal and the sensitive current signal is 90◦. The phase shift
of the pre-stage charge amplifier is offset by the post-stage 90◦ phase shifter to meet the
phase condition of the closed-loop drive. The signal is amplified by a first-stage amplifier
circuit to output three signals. All the way through the peak detection circuit, PI controls
the DC voltage output. After the other two paths pass through the follower and the inverter,
the AC signals are obtained. The three-way signals pass through two adders to obtain
signals, are multiplied by the high-frequency carrier and then they output the drive signals
of the micromechanical gyroscope to achieve closed-loop driving.

4.1. Charge Amplifier

Figure 7 is a circuit structure diagram of a charge amplifier based on a folded cascode
three-stage operational amplifier. The equivalent input noise density of this amplifier is
as follows:

V2
n =

16kT
3

(
1

gm2
+

gm5 + gm8

g2
m2

) (16)
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Figure 6. Frequency modulation drive circuit.

Figure 7. Charge amplifier.

The charge amplifier uses a T-shaped network structure to increase the transimpedance
gain, as shown in Figure 4. Transistors Q17~Q19 and resistors R1 and R2 form a T-shaped
resistor network larger than 107 Ω. Using Q17 and Q19 allows Q18 to achieve a smaller
VGS and reduces the W/L of Q18; so, Q18 is in the linear region. Its equivalent resistance
exceeds 1 MΩ and is proportional to the bias resistance R in the bias circuit, without
significant changes in time and temperature. Capacitor CF is about 0.3 pF, which can
improve the stability of the system. The equivalent resistance is shown in Formula (6):

Req = RM(1 +
R2

R1
) + R2 (17)

RM is the equivalent resistance of Q18. If RM is greater than 1 MΩ, it will become the
main noise source of the charge amplifier. The charge amplifier output signal-to-noise ratio
SNR determined by the equivalent resistance of the transistor can be expressed as follows:

SNR =

√
I2
IN Req

4KT(R2/R1 + 1)
≈

√
I2
IN RM

4KT
(18)

where IIN is the charge amplifier input current:

IIN =
∂C
∂t

Vb = C0Vbω sin ωt (19)

C0 is the maximum variation in the sensitive capacitance at the drive end, ω is the
resonant frequency and Vb is the forward bias voltage.
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4.2. Phase Shifter Circuit

The phase shifter circuit consists of an adder and two integrators, as shown in Figure 8.
It can carry out the 90◦ phase shift of the input signal and realize the conversion of DC
bias voltage. The resistance values of the three resistors of the adder are equal, and the
integrator is divided into a feedback integrator and a feedforward integrator. After the
latter achieves a 90◦ phase shift, the output current value is fed back to the adder via the
feedback integrator.

Figure 8. Phase shifter circuit.

4.3. PI Controller Circuit

The PI controller circuit adopts the structure shown in Figure 9, in which the oper-
ational amplifier and capacitor C6 form an integrator, the output of the peak detection
circuit after passing through the filter is connected to the negative input terminal of the
operational amplifier through the resistor R9 and its positive input terminal is connected to
the DC comparison voltage Vref. The PI controller adjusts the DC part of the driving signal.
The working mode can be analyzed using a DC comparator. Due to the “virtual short” of
the operational amplifier, the voltage of node A is equal to Vref. If the voltage difference
between node Vout and node A is the same as when it is zero, there is a constant current
flowing through the resistor R9, and the output node voltage changes after the current is
integrated by C6. When the integrated current value flowing through C6 is zero, the system
enters a steady state and the output node voltage is equal to the voltage of node A.

Figure 9. PI controller.

4.4. Mixer Circuit

To avoid the influence of the offset voltage of the operational amplifier in the mixer,
the temperature coefficient of the offset voltage should be reduced. The topology of the
three-stage operational amplifier is adopted, the second-stage capacitor is compensated and
the switch unit adopts a 6 MOS structure, which effectively eliminates clock feedthrough
and charge injection, as well as lower on-resistance.

As shown in Figure 10, one end of the switch S1 is connected to the positive end of the
operational amplifier, while the other end is connected to the reference voltage Vref, and is
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turned on and off by a square wave signal. The signal at the positive input of the mixer can
be expressed as follows:

U2(t) =

Vre f nTC < t <
(

n + 1
2

)
TC

Us(t)
(

n + 1
2

)
TC < t < (n + 1)TC

(20)

Figure 10. Mixer circuit.

If the resistors R14 and R15 are equal, then the output waveform of the mixer is
as follows:

Uo(t) = −Us(t) + 2U2(t) (21)

Substituting Formula (9) into (10), Expression (11) can be obtained:

Uo(t) =

2Vre f −Us(t) nTC < t <
(

n + 1
2

)
TC

Us(t)
(

n + 1
2

)
TC < t < (n + 1)TC

(22)

5. Results

Table 1 shows the structural parameters of the silicon gyroscope employed in this paper.

Table 1. Structural parameters of the silicon gyroscope.

Parameter Unit

Drive mass Md 2.1493 Kg × 10−7

Damping coefficient 2.1247 λd × 10−5

Elastic coefficient 1.7219 Kd × 102

Central capacitance 0.9445 pF
Resonant frequency 4.5047 KHz

Quality factor 205.7238

The monolithic integrated design of the MEMS interface circuit is based on 0.5 µm
18 V CMOS process technology. To reduce the low-frequency 1/f noise and thermal noise
of the charge amplifier, the charge amplifier input transistor uses a large aspect ratio. To
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prevent the AC signal of the driving circuit affecting the sense circuit, the driving and the
sense circuit module become separate modules. Meanwhile, a grounded metal wire is
added between the driving circuit and the sense circuit, reducing the interference of the
driving signal in the sensitive circuit. In addition, the charge amplifier input tube used in
the interface ASIC provides a fully symmetrical layout, which can reduce the amplifier’s
offset voltage. The interface circuit chip area is about 5.05 mm × 3.7 mm, and the overall
interface circuit includes the gyroscope drive circuit, the sense circuit and the quadrature
circuit. The interface ASIC contains 818 transistors, 54 resistors, 60 capacitors and 5 diodes.
The layout of the MEMS gyroscope interface ASIC is shown in Figure 11. The gyroscope
interface ASIC operates at ±9 V supply voltage and its power consumption is 360 mW.

Figure 11. Layout of closed-loop micromachined gyroscope interface ASIC.

5.1. System-Level Modeling and Simulation

The performance of the driving circuit is also one of the key factors limiting the
performance of the gyroscope system. The MEMS gyroscope interface circuit adopts the
automatic gain control module to achieve stable amplitude control of the driving voltage,
ensuring the self-excited oscillation of the gyroscope under normal temperature and a low
Q value. The driving circuit allows for complete closed-loop self-excited oscillation, and
the sense circuit can detect the input angular velocity information. After the driving circuit
stabilizes the self-excited amplitude, the sense circuit can complete the demodulation and
output of the angular velocity signal. Therefore, it is crucial for the MEMS gyroscope’s
driving circuit to achieve self-excited oscillation. In this work, a system-level simulation
model of the gyroscope driving loop was established using SIMULINK, as shown in
Figure 12.

The automatic gain module ensures that the driving circuit has stable amplitude and is
quick to start, allowing the gyroscope system to quickly enter into operation. By changing
the value of the set reference voltage, the oscillation amplitude of the gyroscope drive
circuit can be altered. Figure 13 shows the simulation diagram of the self-excited start of
the driving circuit of the MEMS gyroscope. The simulation results show that the driving
circuit completes the self-excitation oscillation in about 0.2 s, and the resonant frequency
of the driving voltage signal is 4504 Hz. Compared with the non-self-excited oscillation
method, the system does not need to readjust the locking frequency and phase when the
resonant frequency of the gyroscope changes. Therefore, the closed-loop self-excited drive
scheme based on the secondary demodulation principle is more adaptable and consumes
less hardware resources.
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Figure 12. Driving circuit system-level simulation model diagram.

Figure 13. The simulation diagram of the self-excited start of the driving circuit of the MEMS gyroscope.

5.2. Transistor-Level Simulation Analysis

Figure 14 is the overall simulation result of the mixer. As shown in the figure, the
output signal of the mixer is an envelope signal, including the signal and the switch signal.
The outside of the envelope is a sinusoidal signal with the same frequency, and the signal
inside the envelope is at the same frequency as the square wave signal. The amplitude of
the square wave signal in the figure is double Vref.

Figure 14. Simulated result of mixer.
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The overall transient simulation results of the closed-loop drive system are shown in
Figure 15. V(drive_sense_out) is the detection signal of the micromachined gyroscope in
the driving direction, and its vibration speed is represented by V(speed). The signal of the
driving loop based on frequency modulation reaches a stable state soon after the oscillation.
The stabilization time is approximately 200 ms, the detection signal amplitude is about
21.32 mV and the amplitude does not change over time after stabilization. Therefore, the
designed frequency-based demodulation circuit successfully stabilizes the vibration.

Figure 15. Transient response of closed-loop driving system.

The waveform diagram of the driving signal of the micromachined gyroscope in the
steady state is shown in Figure 16. V(drive_ac+) and V(drive_ac-) with opposite phases are
the frequency-modulated driving voltage signals loaded on the driving electrodes of the
micromechanical gyroscope, respectively. V(drive_sense_out) is a drive detection signal.
The detection signal frequency in the driving direction of the micromachined gyroscope is
equal to its natural frequency, which is determined via its frequency selection characteristics.
The stable average frequency is 4504 Hz and the frequency deviation is 1 Hz. Based on the
mean square deviation of the simulation data after the system is stable, the frequency jitter
is 0.0221 Hz.

Figure 16. Transient response of micromachined gyroscope driving circuit.
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5.3. Experimental Test

In order to verify the feasibility of the drive circuit design scheme of the MEMS gy-
roscope, the closed-loop self-excited oscillation of the gyroscope interface ASIC chip was
tested experimentally. Figure 17a shows the test result of the electrostatic force drive mod-
ulation signal of the MEMS gyroscope. The drive force signal was frequency-modulated,
which is consistent with the designed driving force signal. Figure 17b presents the time
domain test chart of the MEMS gyroscope drive signal, and the test results show that the
designed driving circuit can achieve the closed-loop driving function.

Figure 17. Experimental results of driving circuit of the MEMS gyroscope: (a) test results of electro-
static driving modulation signal; (b) test results of driving signal time domain.

Figure 18a shows the test results of the driving vibration signals of ASIC, the driv-
ing circuit interface of the MEMS gyroscope. One point was picked every 1 s, and one
hundred points were picked, respectively, for each test experiment. The experimental
results demonstrate that the interface ASIC can realize closed-loop self-excited driving with
stable amplitude and frequency under normal pressure. Frequency stability was measured
using the frequency channel of a multimeter (Agilent34410A). The resonant frequency
was 4.504 kHz, the frequency fluctuation was less than 0.1 Hz and the relative stability
was about 0.0025%. The stability of the driving displacement amplitude was tested using
the voltage channel of a multimeter. The relative stability of the driving displacement
amplitude was about 0.0050%.

Figure 18. Test results of driving circuit stability of the MEMS gyroscope: (a) driving displacement
amplitude stability; (b) drive signal frequency stability.

Table 2 compares the performance of various driving circuits for the MEMS gyroscope.
The self-excited oscillation driving circuit of this design, which was based on the secondary
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demodulation principle, was monolithically integrated using 0.5 µm CMOS process tech-
nology, which has a high degree of integration. By comparing the measured results of the
method of optimizing phase noise with the experimental results of the scheme without
considering phase noise optimization, Table 2 shows that the self-excited oscillation driving
circuit designed using optimized phase noise improved the driving stability. The MEMS
gyroscope interface circuit designed in this work achieved monolithic integration and good
overall performance.

Table 2. Comparison of the MEMS gyroscope’s driving circuit stability.

Ref Frequency (kHz) Frequency Stability Amplitude Stability

[26] - 0.0290% 0.0470%
[27] 54.76 0.003% 0.0025%

This work 4.504 0.0025% 0.005%

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a self-excited oscillation driving interface circuit based on the principle of
quadratic demodulation was proposed. This circuit is suitable for low-Q gyroscopes under
normal temperature and pressure. A self-excited closed-loop driving circuit consisting of a
phase shifter, PI controller and mixer was designed, and it can precisely and stably control
the mechanical sensitive element. This interface circuit can eliminate the influence of the
drive electrode on the displacement electrode and reduce the frequency jitter, improving
the overall performance of the gyroscope. Thus, the gyro’s driving interface ASIC is
monolithically integrated using standard 0.5 µm CMOS process technology. Then, the
system-level modeling and simulation of the gyroscope driving loop were carried out using
SIMULINK, and the frequency and amplitude stability of the gyroscope driving circuit
were tested and verified. The results show that the relative stability of the drive circuit
frequency stability was about 0.0025%, and the frequency fluctuation was less than 0.1 Hz.
The relative stability of the driving displacement amplitude was about 0.0050%. The MEMS
gyroscope driving circuit test experiment verifies the correctness of the interface ASIC chip
design scheme, and the gyroscope driving circuit can achieve a good, stable amplitude of
self-excited oscillation.
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